
 

 
To all people supported, families, and employees connected to 24hr support  
 
November 23, 2020 
 
Re: Changes to the visitation procedures (Update) 
 
Hello everyone, 
 
Thank you for your continued support and understanding related to our updates for outings and 

visitations.  We all recognize what a stressful time this is for everyone.  I wanted to take the time to 

explain some of the key components that factor-in to decision-making, and to communicate some small 

improvements we’ve been able to make after some clarifications with the health unit.   

Our instructions from the Ministry of Children, Community and Social Services are to follow their 

published documents that outline when precautions should be: Normal, Additional, Enhanced, or 

Outbreak.  As noted in mid-October, the procedure is that the Health Unit will notify the Ministry about 

any changes to the levels, then the Ministry notifies us, and we take the appropriate action.   

In addition to the details above, we are also instructed to follow the advice of the Health Unit.  We are 

required to follow whatever precautions are higher and we have no authority whatsoever to decide 

which precautions we prefer.  

Some of the Windsor-Essex County Health Unit-Specific Enhanced Measures were put into place in 

addition to the other “orange” precautions include: 

• “Minimize your close contacts to your household members only.” 

• “Minimize visiting to a private home or residential premise, including social gatherings (both 

indoor and outdoor) except for essential reasons.” 

• “Cancel, postpone, or hold virtually any other discretionary in-person activities, or participate 

only with your household and essential supports.” 

• “Prohibit non-essential visitors (persons whose presence is not essential to the functioning of 

the workplace as a workplace) from attending their facilities.” 

We have consulted with the Health Unit and have been informed their intent was not to restrict families 

from visiting loved ones beyond the Ministry’s guidance document.  Since we have received written 

confirmation of this directly from the Health Unit, we are now able to align our response with the 

Ministry’s Guidance on Enhanced Measures in Congregate Care Settings document.  The Health Unit has 

instructed the Ministry, and the Ministry has instructed us, to move to the Enhanced Measures level.  

The summary of what this means can be found in APPENDIX A (following) and the full details can be 

found in our policies, which are published on the agency’s website.   

If you have questions about our policies, the Health Unit’s direction to our organization, or the 

Ministry’s guidance document, please feel free to email either of the Directors of support, who will be 



 

able to provide you with a comprehensive reply.  You may also contact the Directors if you would like 

further information as to our agency’s interpretations of the Ministry or Health Unit’s guidance.   

At any point when the instructions or level of response change, whether as a result of the Health Unit, 

Ministry guidance, or our policies, we will continue to communicate through open letters like this and 

through policy/procedure updates; both will be available on our website for you to view.  

Contact emails for our Directors of Support are: 

Brandon Pottie: brandon@clwindsor.org 

Jeremy Garrod: Jeremy.garrod@clwindsor.org 

Thank you kindly for your understanding, patience, and support.    

 

Sincerely yours, 
 
Jennifer Pestrin 
Operations Director 
Community Living Windsor 
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APPENDIX A 

 

Active Status (Updated Nov 23, 2020): 

 

Windsor-Essex:  Orange- Restrict (Plus additional Windsor-Essex Measures) 

MCCSS Guidance:  Enhanced Measures 

 

  

Essential Visitors: 
(As defined in policy) 

Permitted 

Authority- MCCSS Guidance based on Health Unit’s 
Assessment 

Designated Visitors: 

(As defined in policy) 

Suspended 

Authority- MCCSS Guidance based on Health Unit’s 
Assessment 

Non-Essential Visits: 

(As defined in policy) 

Reduced 

Authority- MCCSS Guidance allows outdoor, distanced, 
supervised visits only (these can be at the support home if 
practical) 

Short-term outings 
for health/Wellness  

(eg. Doctor’s visit): 
(As defined in policy) 

Permitted 

Authority- MCCSS Guidance based on Health Unit’s 
Assessment 

Short-term outings 
for other reasons: 

(As defined in policy) 

Suspended 

Authority- MCCSS Guidance based on Health Unit’s 
Assessment 

Special 
Circumstance 
Exceptions: 

(As defined in policy) 

Suspended 

Authority- Community Living Windsor created this classification 
as an amended version of Short-term outings that could apply 
to people who live on their own and could isolate for 14 days 
after contact.  Since short-term outings are suspended, CLW 
no longer has the authority to provide the exemptions. 

Essential Overnight 
Absences: 
(As defined in policy) 

Permitted 

Authority- MCCSS Guidance based on Health Unit’s 
Assessment 

 

 

 


